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1. INTRODUCTION 
Optimal control theory has many successful applications in a wide range of disciplines, ranging 
from engineering and economics to biomedicine. Since most practical problems are too complex 
to allow for analytical solutions, numemcal methods are unavoidably relied on for solving many 
of these complex practical problems. To date, there are numerous numerical methods available 
in literature for solving various optimal control problems. See, for example, [1-5]. Most of these 
methods are gradient-based. 
In this paper, we consider an interesting identification problem described as follows. Suppose 
there is a phenomenon which is of importance to us. It is denoted by F(t), t E [0, T]. F(t) is 
known to be piecewise continuous on the time horizon [0, T]. Furthermore, we can take measure- 
ment at various time points so as to obtain the mformation of the phenomenon at these time 
points. A dynamical system has been constructed aiming to describe the phenomenon. Since 
the phenomenon is known to be piecewise continuous, the dynamical system must be in the form 
of an impulsive type so as to capture the jumps of the piecewise continuous functions. Thus, 
our aim is to obtain the system coefficients, the locations of the switching time points, and the 
heights of the jumps at these time points such that the summation of the least square errors 
of the trajectory of the impulsive system and the phenomenon over the observed time points 
is minimized. This becomes an interesting dynamical optimization problem, and the problem 
formulation can be considered as an impulsive optimal parameter selection problem, where a cost 
function is to be optimized with respect o the system parameters, the locations of the jump 
instances and the heights of the jumps subject to an impulsive dynamical system. However, it 
cannot be solved by using conventional dynamical optimization techniques because of the form 
of the cost functional and the fact that the switching time points are decision variables to be 
optimized. In this paper, we aim to develop an efficient computational method for solving this dy- 
namic optimization problem. Our approach is first to use the control parameterization e hancing 
transform (see [6,7]) to convert his dynamical optimization problem into an equivalent optimal 
parameter selection problem, where the varying time points are being mapped into fixed time 
points. Then, the gradient formula of the cost function is derived. On this basis, this optimal 
parameter selection problem can be solved as a mathematical programming problem, and the 
optimal control software, MISER 3.2 (see [8]), can be modified for the purpose. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a general identification problem is 
formulated as an dynamical optimization problem. In Section 3, we use the control parameter- 
ization enhancing transform to convert his dynamical optimization problem into an equivalent 
optimal parameter selection problem. In Section 4, the gradient formula of the cost function 
is derived for a class of optimal parameter selection problems which includes the one obtained 
in Section 3 as a special case. On this basis, an efficient computational method is developed 
for solving this optimal parameter selection problem. For illustration, a example is solved in 
Section 5 by using the obtained computational method. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Consider an interesting identification problem described as follows. Suppose there is a phe- 
nomenon denoted by F(t) E ~n, for t • [0, T]. This phenomenon is of importance to us, and is 
known to be piecewise continuous on the time horizon [0, T]. Let the break points of the piecewise 
continuous function be denoted as, 
T~, ~ = 1, . . . ,  Y - 1. (2.1) 
Note that these break points are unknown and are to be determined. Suppose that we can take 
measurement a various time points so as to obtain the reformation of the phenomenon at these 
time points. Let these observation time points be denoted as, 
{t,3}, 3=1, . . . ,N , ,  ,= I , . . . ,N .  (2.2) 
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We further assume that the following properties are satisfied. 
(i) t,,N, <_ ~-~ <_ t~+1,1, i = 1 , . . . ,  N - 1. 
(ii) The function F(t), t E [0, T], is monotonic in each of the following subintervals, 
(t~,N,,~-,], (Z~, t~+1,1], Z = 1 , . . . ,  N - 1. (2.3) 
We now construct a dynamical system with an aim to describe the phenomenon. Since the 
phenomenon is known to be piecewise continuous, the dynamical system must be in the form of 
an impulsive type so as to capture the jumps of the piecewise continuous function r(t), t e [0, T]. 
Let this impulsive system be given by the following system of impulsive differential equations 
defined on [0, T], 
x (t) = f (t, x (t), a ) ,  t e (0, T],  (2.4a) 
with initial condition, 
x (0) = x °, (2.4b) 
and the jump conditions, 
x (T +) = x (~-U) +¢~(A) ,  z = 1 , . . .g -  1, (2.4c) 
where T, 0 < T < oo, x = [x l ,x2 , . . . ,xn]  T C R ~ denotes the state of the system and the 
superscript T denotes the transpose, a = [al, a2,. .  , am] -r C ~m denotes the system parameter 
vector, and f = If1, f2 , . . . ,  f~]3- e R n is a continuously differentiable function with respect o all 
its arguments, while x ° = [x °, x° , . . . ,  x°] T E ~n is a given initial vector, 
x = l imx (t) and x (C)  = l imx (t). (2.5) 
tTv ~ ' tJ.r~ 
= [A1,...,Ap] x G R p denotes the jump parameter vector, and for each ~ = 1 , . . . ,N -  1, 
¢~ (A) : R p ---+ ~n lS a continuously differentiable function with respect o all its arguments. 
Let a~, b~, z = 1, . . .  m, and c~, d,, z = 1, . . .  p, be fixed constants. Define 
: {(7 = [Gl,O'2,..  ,O'rnl T E~m :a ,  _< cr z _< b,, i ~- 1 , . . . ,m},  O (2.6) 
A--  = __ _< d,, 1,.. ,p},  (2.7) 
T={T- - - - [T I ,T2  . . . .  ,TN_I]  T ERN-I:t~,N <T,<__t,+l,1, z=l , . . . ,N -1} .  (2.8) 
For each (a,),, ~-) E O × A × T, let x ( [~, .~, ~-) denote the corresponding solution of the 
dynamical system (2.4). We may now state our optimal control problem formally as follows. 
Given the dynamical system (2.4), find a (a, A,T) E O × A × T, such that the cost functional 
N~ N--1 
go(a,A,v)  = E I lx ( t , ,3 ) -F ( t , ,3 ) I I2+cE II¢' (A)l] 2 , (2.9) 
z=l 3=1 z=l 
is minimized over O × A × T, where c is a weighting constant and II.ll denotes the usual Euclidean 
norm. 
Let this optimal control problem be referred to as Problem (P). Note that the system depends 
on the jump points, ~-~, ~ = 1, . . .  N - 1, which are part of the decision variables to be optimized 
over. Thus, Problem (P) cannot be solved directly using existing numerical optimal control 
techniques. However, by using the control parameter enhancing techniques (CPET) developed 
in [6], we shall show in the next section that Problem (P) is, in fact, equivalent o an optimal 
parameter selection problem, where the varying jump points are being mapped to fixed time 
points in the new time scale. A new efficient computational method will be developed for solving 
a class of optimal parameter selection problems, which mctudes the one obtained above as a 
special case. 
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3. PROBLEM TRANSFORMATION 
In this section, we shall show that Problem (P) can be transformed into an optimal parameter 
selection problem. 
By using the idea of the control parameterization e hancing transform, we construct a trans- 
formation from t E [0, T] to s E [0, N], such that the varying jump points of the state determined 
by (2.4c), 
T1,T2~ • . . ,TN--1 , 
are mapped into the prefixed time points, 
~=z,  ~ = 1 , . . .N -1 .  
The observation time points tw, j = 1, . . . ,  N,; ~ = 1, . . . ,  N, are mapped into the prefixed time 
points, 
3___/__ 
sw=, - l+N,+l  , 3 = 1 , . . . ,Nd  , = 1 , . . .N .  
The required transformation from t C [0, T] to s E [0, N] can be defined by the following system 
of differential equations, 
dt (s) _ v (s I ~), (3.1a) 
ds 
with initial condition 
t(O) = O, (3.1b) 
where 
v(sl )--E 
*=i  3=I  
and for 2 = 1 , . . . ,N ,  + 1 and i = 1 , . . . ,N ,  
(N, + 1) (t w - tw_ l ) ,  
(N, + 1) (t,,a - r,-1), 
N~+I 
E ~,3 (T) ~[~_l+(3_ l ) / (N~+l) ,~_l+3/(N,+l)  ) (S) (3.1e) 
if3 ¢ 1 and j  ¢N~ +1,  
6,,, (~-) = i f j  = 1, (3.1d) 
(N, + 1) (~, - t,,N,), i f j  = N ,+I ,  
while r = [~'0,~'1,-.. ,rn] T E R N+I, TO = 0, and ~-n = T. Note that 6,o(~'), j = 1, . . .  ,N, + 1; 
z = 1, . . . ,  N, are linear in w. 
Under this transformation, the dynamical system (2.4) becomes, 
d--~ [ t (s) 1 , s E [0, N], (3.3a) 
with initial condition 
where y (s) = x (t (s)). The jump conditions (2.4e) now take the form, 
y (,+) = y ( , -)  +¢ ' (A) ,  i = 1 , . . . ,N -  1. (3.4) 
Problem (P) is now transformed into the following equivalent optimal parameter selection prob- 
lem. 
Subject o the dynamical system (3 3), find a (a, A, ~-) E O x A x T, such that the cost functional, 
~0 (~, ~, r) 
y(  ) ( j )2  N-1 (3.6) 
N, j f', i -  1+ N----~ = ~ i -  z+ N-GG I ~',),,~- - +e ~ I1¢,(),)11 =, 
is minimized over 8 x A x T, where f',(, - 1 +3/(N,  + 1)) = r~(t,o). 
Let this problem be referred to as Problem (15). Note that the equivalence between Problem (P) 
and Problem (15) is clear. It is stated in the following as a theorem for easy reference. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Problem (P ) is equivalent to Problem ( P) in the sense that ( a * , A,, ~-.) • O x A x T 
is a solution of Problem (P) if and only if it is a solution of Problem (P), i.e., 
go (~*, ~*, ~*) = h0 (~*, ~*, ~*). 
We shall further transform Problem (15) into a conventional optimal parameter selection prob- 
lem, where the jump conditions pecified at the intermediate times are all mapped into the initial 
time of a new time scale at the expense of increasing the dimension of the dynamical system. 
Details are as follows, 
For the state y (s) defined by (3.3)-(3.6), let 
z , ( s la ,  A ,T )=y(s+~- -  l la, A, 7), 
t ,(s) =t (s+z-1) ,  
/,  (S,Z, (S) ,a, T) = / (S + ~ -- 1,Z, (S) ,a,T) , 
s E [0,1), z = 1 , . . . ,N ,  (3.7) 
s C [0,1), , = 1 , . . . ,N ,  (3.8) 
s • [0,1), z = 1 , . . . ,N ,  (3.9) 
where 
/ (~,  y (s ) ,o ,~)  = ~(~ I ~) / (~,y  (~) ,~) .  (3.10) 
By this transformation, the jump points have all been transformed into at s = 0. For the 
observation time points t = t,,3 , j = 1, . . . ,  N~; , = 1, . . . ,  N, they are mapped to s = 3/(N, + 1), 
3 -- 1 , . . . ,  N,; ~ -- 1 , . . . ,  N. The initial condition (3.3b) and the jump conditions (3.4) become, 
respectively, 
zl (0) = x °, (3.11) 
Zz (0) ~- Z, (0--) -~- ¢,--1 (~).  
Problem (15) is now equivalent to the following optimal parameter selection problem. 
Subject to the dynamical system, 
z, (s) = f, (s,z, (s ) ,a ,T) ,  z = 1 , . . . ,N ,  (3.12a) 
N~+I 
t, (S) = E t~''3 (7") X[(3_l)/(N~+1),2/(N~+l) ) (8),  ~ = 1, . . . ,  N, (3.125) 
3=1 
with initial condition, 
Z 1 (0) : X O, 
z, (0+) = z,_l (1) + ¢,-1 (~), 
tl (o) = o, 
t, (0) ---- t,-1 (1), 
= 2 , . . .  ,N ,  
i=2  . . . . .  N, 
(3.12c) 
find a (a, A, T) C O X A x T, such that the cost functional, 
~0 (~, ~, ~) = 
~=i 3=1 ~=i  
(3.13) 
is minimized over O x A × T, where c > 0 is a weighting constant and F,(3/(N, + 1) = F,(~ - 1 + 
3/N,). 
Let this problem be referred to as Problem (P). For easy reference, the equivalence between 
Problem (15) and Problem (P) is stated in the following as a theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Problem (P) Is equivalent to Problem (P) in the sense that (~r,, A*, ~-*) e O x A x T 
is a solution of Problem (P) if and only if it is a solution of Problem (P). 
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4. A MORE GENERAL OPT IMAL 
PARAMETER SELECT ION PROBLEM 
In this section, we consider a class of more general optimal parameter selection problems, whmh 
is referred to as Problem (Q). Note that Problem (Q) contains Problem (P) as a special ease. 
We shall present a computational method for solving Problem (Q), and hence, Problem (P) as a 
special case. Problem (Q) is now stated as follows. 
Subject to the dynamical system defined in [0, 1], 
9~ 1 (t)  = fz (t, X 1 (t), a) ,  
~:2 (t) = f2 (t, x2 (t), or), 
: (4.1a) 
xn (t) = fn (t, x,~ (t) , a) , 
where f,(t, x,(t), a) = [f,,l(t, x,(t), a), . .  , f,,~(t, x,(t), a)]T C IRn, z = 1 , . . . ,  N, x, = [x,,1,... ,  x,,~] T 
E l~ n, z = 1 , . . . ,  N, and a = [~1,... ,am] T E R m, while the initial conditions are 
X 1 (0) = X O, 
x2 (0) =- hl (Xl (1), o'), 
Xa (0) = h2 (x2 (1),cr), (4.1b) 
initial conditions equentially, we obtain 
/o (t I )=x ° + (s &, 
x, (t I cr)=h~ (x~_~ (1 I cr)) + f~(s,x~(sl~') ,cr)ds,  
te  [o,1], 
te  [o, 1], for i = 2 , . . . ,N .  
(4.4) 
To derive the gradient formula of the cost function (4.2) with respect o ~ E H, we need the 
following lemma. 
X n (0) ~- hN-  1 (XN-  1 (1 ) ,0" ) ,  
where x ° E N n is a given vector, and h,, ~ = 1,. . .  ,N  - 1, are continuously differentiable with 
respect o all their arguments. Our aim is to find a a c H, such that the cost functional, 
J (a) = y~ ~,,, ( tw,x ,  (f , , ;) ,a),  (4.2) 
z=l 3=I 
is minimized over 1-i, where 
H= {~ ~ Rm :a~ < ~ < 9,, ~ = 1 , . . . ,m} (4.3) 
and at, fl,, * = 1, . . .  ,m, are given constants. 
Problem (Q) can be solved as a mathematical programming problem, where (4.2) is to be 
minimized with respect o the boundedness constraints (4.3). As a mathematical programming 
problem, we need to calculate, for each cr C l'i, the value of the cost functional J(a) as well as its 
gradient. To obtain the value of d(a) corresponding each (r E H, we need to solve for the solution 
z(t I a), t e [0, 1], of system (4.1). It is done as follows. 
REMARK 4.1. For any a C II, solve the first part of system (4.1) for x l ( t  ] a), t C [0, 1], by using 
any method for solving ordinary differential equations, such as the sixth-order Runge Kutta 
method. Solve the second part of system (4.1) with x2(0) = hi(x1(1 ] a), a) as initial condition 
to obtain x2(t [ a), t E [0, 1]. This process is continued sequentially until x~(t I a), t E [0, 1] is 
obtained. In this way, we obtain, for each a~I I ,  x,(t [ or), t E [0, 1], i = 1 , . . . ,  N. Now, the value 
of d(a) is readily computed. 
We shall derive the gradient formula of the cost functional (4 2) with respect o each cr C 1-I. 
First, by taking the integration of both sides of each part of system (4.1) with the corresponding 
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LEMMA 4.1. For each a E H, it holds that 
ax~ (ol o) 
- -  O~ Oa 
Ox, (0 [ or) Oh,_l (x,-1 (1 [G),a) O(x,_ 1 (1 ] a)) 
Oa Ox,_ 1 Oa 
+ Oh,_z (x,_z (1 I~),~) 
Oa , ~ = 2 ,  . . . , N ,  
Oxl (1 I'~) 
8a 
Ox, (1 I G) 
aG 
= U1 ( I) ,  
Oh._~ (x,-1 (1 I,,), ~) o (~,_1 (i l o-)) 
= V~ (1) Ox,-z OG 
ah,_, (~,_, (11 o), ~) + u, (1), , = 2 , . . . ,  N, + V~ (1) Oa 
(4.5) 
where U,(t) and V~(t) satisfy, respectively, the following matrix differential equations 
of, (t, x .  ~) u, (t) + 
u, (o) = o, 
Of, (t, x,, c) V~ (t), 
(t) - o~, 
I/, (0) = I, 
of, (t, ~, (t), ~) 
= 1 , . . . ,N ,  
i = 2 , . . . ,N ,  
and I is the identity matrix. 
PROOF. The conclusion of the above lemma can be obtained from the theory of differential 
equations, (see [9]). 
The gradient formula of the cost functional with respect to (r C H is given in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. The gradient of the cost function J (a) with respect o G EI I  is given by 
n 
oJ (~) _ ~ AT (o I ~) ox, (o I ~) 
Oa Oa ,= l  
+ ~ o~,,j (t,,j,x, (t,,~ I ~), ~) 
Oa 
,=1 3=1 




H (t, x (t t G), a, A (t ] or)) = E H, (t, x, (t I G), a, A, (t I ~)), 
,=1  
H, (t, x, (t I ~1, ~, A, (t I ~)) = AT (t I ~1 f, (t, ~, (t I o), o1, 
A = [(~I)T T T] T ,(:~2) ,...,(A~) 
A, (t ] G) is the solution of the co-state system, 
OH, (t, x, (t I a) , a, A, (t I ~)) 
i~ (t I ~) = ox, 
wlth the boundary conditions, 
i = 1 , . . . ,N ,  (4.6a) 
AT (1 l a) = 0, i = 1 , . . . ,N ,  (4.6b) 
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and the jump conditions at the intermediate ime points 
1~ (t+ ) + O~,,a (tw,x, (t, o l a),a) 
Ox, (t,,3 1(8 = a7 (%) ,  =I , . . . ,N ,  2=1, . . - ,N , -  (4.6e) 





& (t, x~ (t I ~), ~, A, (t I ~)) = 
ff (t,x(t l a) ,~,),(t ] a)) = 
[(Xl) T,(~2)T,-.-,(xn)T] T, 
[(X0 ) T (h I ( xl (1 i o.), O.))T , , , . ,  (hN_1 ( xN-1  (1 ] ~),~r))T]-r 
N, 
~,3  (t~,o,x~(t~,3 I cr),~)5(t-t~,a) 
3=1 
+ ~r (t I ~) f, (t, ~, (t I ~1, ~), 
r~ 
~, (t, x, (t 1 ~), ~, ~, (t I ~)), 
z=l 
where 5 (t) is the delta function. Then, the system can be written as 
(t) = f (t, z (t), ~), t e [o, 1], 
with initial con&tlon 
and the cost functional is 
(0) = -r (~), 
n N~ 
J (~) = ~ Z ~.,3 ( t . ,  ~, (t,,,), ~) 
~=1 3=1 
f01 [~ (t, ~ (t I ~1, ~, a (t I ~1) ~r (t I o1 f (t, • (8, ~1] dr. 
Taking the gradient of Y with respect o (r, it follows that 
OJ (a)Oa - re  1{ O~r (t'x(t l (r)'a'A*(t l cr) O-70x + O[-I (t'x(t l a)'°" A (t l a) 
+ OH (t, x (t 1 ~), ~, ~ (t I ~)) oh OA T (t I O')f (t, X (t) (7) 
OA Oct Oa ' 
--AT(tla)[ Of(t'x(t)'a)Ox oqOx 4-0f(t'x(t)'q)l}~; j dt 
fo' {Oft(t'x(t]~)'a'A(tla)) Ox Ofi(t,x(tla),a,A(tla)) 
= Oz 0-7 + Oa 
--AT (tta) [ Of(t'x(t)'a)OxOx &r + Of(t'x(t)'~r)]} 
Since 
~0 tx (t I ~) = 7 (~) + / (~,x (. I ~), o) ds, 
(4 7) 
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the partial derivative of x (t) with respect o 0. gives 
o~ (t 10.) ov(~) + 
o---v- - L ox  
Oi(s,~(sl0.),O)]o~ ds. 
Differentiating the above equality with respect o t yields 
d (O~(t__[ 0.) ~ _ os (t, ~ (t 10. ) ,  0.) Ox 
dt \ 00. ] Ox 00. 
+ of  (t, = (t 10.), 0.) (4.8) 
0a 
By (4.7) and (4.8), we have 
o J(0.) _ 
00. 
Lt { O[-I (t,x(t l 0. ) ,m,k(t I 0.)) Ox 
Ox 0--~ + 
__~T (t 
~=1 
-g  (t 
~=1 .7=1 
O[-I (t,x (t l 0.) ,m ,k (t l 0.) ) 
d (Ox (t[~) 
l a) ~ 00. ) } dt 
{ oFI, (t,x, (t l cr),mA, (t l G)) Ox, 
Ox~ 00. 
00. 
oK (t, =, (t 10.), 0., ;~, (t 10.)) 4 00. 
d (ox, (t 10.) Io-)~\ 5-0- )}dr 
[ o~,,,  (t,,,, ~ (t~,, 10.), 0.) o~, (t,,, 10.) Ox~ 00. 
m+ ~,.lL1[ (t,x,(t 0.),0.,A,(t + OH~ I I0.)) oz, 
= Ox~ 00. 
(4.9) 
o~,,: (t~,:, x, (t,o 10.) ,0.)1 + 
00. J 
OH' (t'z' (t l o.)'c"'~' (t l o.) ) dt 
- A[ (rio.) )-~ \ 00. dt. 
Applying integration by parts to the last term of (4.9), we obtain 
AT (el 0.) -~ \ 00. dt = A[ (rio.) ~ \ -b--a dt 
J=l t~,j-1 
= E aT( t  10.) \ • / J r=t+ 1 
3=1 
N'+I/G's d T (0X i f f l  0.)) dt ' 
+ ~ ~ [),~ (tl 0.)] \ 0a 
i=i  t,o--1 
(4.10) 
where t,,o = 0 and tz,N,+l = 1. 
Note that ~ is continuous in t on [0, 1]. Then, by working out the details of the second O~ 
summation appearing in (4.10), it follows that 
N,+I - N, 
OCt /] t=t+3 1 3=1 0~ 3=1 
+a T (I 10.10x, (i 10.) a~ (01 o) ox, (010.) 
00. 00. 
(4.11) 
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From (4.10) and (4.11), (4.9) can be written as 
N, [ O~* , (t*o,x, (tw IO.),O.)] Ox, (t,j Io.) 
oJ (o.) _ E a~ (% I o.) - :~7 (G f o.)-~ ' o~, oo. 
OO. *=1 7=1 
+ ~ (A: (0 ] o.)Ox, Oo.(O [ o-) A: ( l lo.) Ox, 0o.(11°')) 
OH, (t, z, (t I o.), G, ;~, (t I o.)) _ i r  (t I o.) ~ dt 
+ Ox, 
+ ~_O'~w(t,. , ,x~(t~o la) ,o.)  t-}--~, l OH~(t 'z ' ( t ]~) 'a"X~(t lo . ) )dt .  
Oo. Oct 
~=1 j= l  *=1 
Thus, by (4.6a), (4.6b), and (4.6c), it follows that 
n N~ 
oJ (o.) _ ~ (o I o.) Ox, (o I o.) + Z Z o~,,, (t,,,, ~, (t,,, I o.) , o) 
Oo. Oa Oo. 
~=I z=l 3=i 
(4.12) 
~:1~o 1 OH, (t, x, (t I o.), o., A, (t I o.)) dt. 
+ Oa 
This completes the proof. 
Problem (Q) can now be solved as a mathematical programming problem. For each a E H, the 
value of the cost functional J (o.) and its gradient can be computed by the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM. 
STEP 1. For each given a E H, first solve the dynamical system (4.1) with z = 1 to obtain xl (t), 
0 < t < 1. Then, using the value of xl (t) to calculate the initial value x2 (0) according to (4.1b). 
With this initial condition, compute x2 (t), 0 < t < 1. Then, the initial condition x3 can be 
obtained, this process continues until Xn (t), 0 < t < 1, is obtained. 
STEP 2. Calculate the value of the cost functional J (o.) by the information obtained in Step 1. 
STEP 3. Solve the costate dynamical system (4.6) backward from t = T similar to the way the 
system (4.1) is solved but in reverse order. 
STEP 4. Calculate the gradient of the cost functional using the gradient formula obtained in 
Theorem 4.1. 
REMARK 4.2. On the basis of the algorithm, Problem (Q) can now be solved as a mathematical 
programming. 
5.  ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
In this section, a numerical example is solved to show the efficiency of the method developed. In 
this example, the original Problem (EP) is transformed into Problem (El)) according to the pro- 
cedure developed in Section 3. Then, the transformed Problem (El)) is solved by MISER 3 3 [8] 
EXAMPLE. Consider the following two-dimensional identification problem. Suppose we are given 
an impulsive dynamic system 
{ al,, q- bl,, (t + z~(t)), 
~,(t) = as,, + b2,~ (t + x,(t)),  
ca,, if- b3,, (t -/- x , ( t ) ) ,  
with initial condition 
xl (0) = 0, 
x2 (o) = 1, 
ifO <t  <~-1, 
i fr l  _< t < T2, 
i fr2_<t < 1, 
= i, 2, (a la)  
(5.1b) 
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and the jump conditions 
X2 (77t)  = X2 (771) ÷ O'1, 2, (5.1C) 
• 1~ ( i f )  : x~ (77;) + 0"~,~, 
where aw,  b~j, z = 1,2,3; 3 = 1,2, and aw,  ~ = 1,2; 3 = 1,2, are parameters, and 77~, i = 1,2, 
are jump points satisfying 
9 11 19 21 
3-6 < 771 < 3-0' 3-6 < 772 < 30" (5.1d) 
Fhrthermore, suppose that r ( t )  = [r~(t), r2(t)] T is an unknown phenomenon to be determined, 
where 
1 2 
F1 ( t )= 2t sint, if ~ <t  < ~, F2 ( t )= 2tcost,  if I _< t < ~, 
2 2 
t 2 +3,  if ~ < t <_ 1, 3t 2 + 1, if ~ < t < 1. 
We take measurement on F (t) = IF1 (t) 
=1,2 ,3 ;3=1,  ..,9. 
, r2 (t)] T at t = t,,3 , where t , j  = [10 ( i -  1) + 3]/30, 
To identify the unknown phenomenon based on the given set of observation points, L,3, ~ = 
1, 2, 3; j = 1 , . . . ,  9, we choose the parameters a~j, b~j, z = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, a~,3, z = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, 
and the jump points T~, z = 1, 2, satisfying (5.1d) such that the cost functional, 
3 9 2 2 
J :E E ÷cE E 
~:1 3=1 ~1 2=1 
(5.2) 
is minimized, where c is a weighting constant and II " II is the usual 12 norm. This problem is 
referred to as Problem (EP). 
Let (~1,1 = 51,2 . . . . .  51, 9 = 1/3, 51,10 = 10 (7" 1 --  3/10),  82,1 = 10 (11/30 - ~-1), 82,2 . . . . .  
62,9 = 1/3, 62,10 ---- 10 (772 - 19/30), 53,1 --- 10 (21/30 - 772), 53,2 . . . . .  53,9 = 53,10 = 1/3. 
We introduce the enhancing transformation, 
with initial condition, 
where 
dt(s) =v(s ) ,  (5.33) 
ds 
t (0 )=0,  (5.3b) 
3 i0 
v(s) : Z Z 5~,,xE,-l+(j-1)/10,,-l÷,/101 (s) • 
~=1 2 :1  
Then the jump points ~-1, r2 are mapped into the fixed points 1, 2 and the observation points L,3 
are mapped into the points ~ - 1 + j/lO, i = 1, 2; j = 1 , . . . ,  9. 
Let 
y (8) = Z ( t  (S))  = Ix 1 ( t  (8 ) ) ,  Z 2 ( t  (8))]  T , 
z~(s) =y(s+~- l ) ,  se  [0,11, ~=1,2,3. 
Then, (5.1a) is transformed into 
, ~ = 1, 2, 3, (5.43) 
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where 
f~ ,3(s )=aw+bw(t (s+z-1)+z~,3) ,  ~ = 1,2,3 j = 1,2. 
(5.1b),(5.1c) are converted to 
z(0) = [zl (0)T, z2 (0)T,z3 (0)T] T , (54b) 
where zl (0) = [0, 1] T, z2(0) = [zl,l(1) + a1,1, Zl,2(1) + al,2] T, z3(0) = [z2,1(1) + a2,1, z2,2(1) + 
a2,2] -c. The cost functional (5.2) is reduced to 
3 9 2 2 
J= E E I,~ (~/10)- r (~,~),l ~+~E E~,~ 
z=l 2=1 t= l  ?=1 
Let the transformed problem be referred to as Problem (EP). Let c = 0.01. MISER 3.3 [6] can 
be used to solve this transformed problem. Results are given below 
hi,1 - -4 .8277,  a2,1 = 1.5105, a3,1 = -3 .3295,  
al,2 = -6 .1355,  a2, 2 = -1 .3941,  a3,2 = 1.5567, 
bl l  = 6.6442, b2,1 = 0.3178, b3A ---- 702463,  
bl, 2 = 1.6571, b2,2 = 2.6594, b2, 3 = 2.4514, 
oh,1 = -1 .3874,  al ,2 = - -0.3054,  a2,1 = 2.5264, 
~2,2 = 1.2648; 
~'1 = 0.3225, ~-2 = 0.675. 
The value of the cost functional is 0.9177. The trajectory of system (5.1) and that of the phe- 
nomenon F (t) are depicted in Figures 1 and 2. From the computed results and Figures 1 and 2, 
we see that the optimal solution of Problem (EP) captures the phenomenon F (t) very well, both 
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Figure 1 The optimal solution (xl*, x2*) 
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Figure 2. The phenomenon (F1 (t), F2(t)) to be determined. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we considered an identification problem involving impulsive differential equations, 
where the locations and heights of the jumps as well as the system parameters are to be determined 
based on the information obtained by taking measurement at some observation time points. Using 
the control enhancing transform, we transform this identification problem into an equivalent 
impulsive optimal parameter selection problem, and then an efficient computational method was 
developed for solving this equivalent problem. Our numerical experience indicated that the 
method developed is efficient. 
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